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Abstract. The article considers the ways of representation of concepts of "good" and "evil" as universals of human thinking in terms of cognitive linguistics, reveals their informative features on the basis of their verbal objectification in the Aytmatov’s language (based on the novel "Cassandra’s Brand").

This article gives linguo-cognitive description of individual authorial concepts of "evil and good". The study of individual authorial concepts exposes the system of the hierarchy of senses of values of creative language personality. Individual value priorities do not always coincide with the value priorities being generally accepted in the society.
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The prominent Kyrgyz writer Ch. Aytmatov makes good his position in the history of literature of the XX century. The objects of study in this paper are the texts of his works, the concepts «good» and «evil» as the universal phenomena of human thinking in terms of cognitive linguistics are considered as the subject of study, the paper reveals their substantial features on the basis of their verbal objectification in the language of Ch. Aytmatov (based on the novel «Cassandra’s Brand»).

Many different approaches in contemporary linguistics define the term «concept», the most close definition for us is the definition given by Z. D. Popova and I. A. Sternin.

Z.D. Popov and I.A. Sternin develop the cognitive approach to understanding of a concept, describing the concept as «a global cogitative unit corresponding to a quantum of structured knowledge» [2, p.4].

The terms «frame» and «slot» are used in terms of cognitive linguistics to represent the structure of a concept. Frame is represented formally as the cognitive structures standing for a word meaning and ensuring its understanding form hierarchical elements — subframes, and slots, smaller units, making an aspect of a frame.

It seems necessary to us to take the frame-slot structure of the concept as a basis for structural analysis of the literary concept-opposition «Good — Evil». Moreover, we have taken into consideration the field concept organization, offered by I. A. Sternin and I. A. Tarasova, and analyzed the basic (conceptual) layer and peripheral layers of the concept, including associative and figurative and emotive layers. We have also studied the structure of the concept from the viewpoint of realization of the following patterns in it: archetypical pattern, culturological (prototypical) pattern and individual and authorial pattern.

Semantic and cognitive analysis and frame analysis are accepted to be the leading methods in cognitive linguistics. The key term of frame analysis is the term «frame»; equally with «images», «prototypes», «schemes», i.e., frames are interpreted as different coherent constructions, in the form of which human memory stores knowledge about the surrounding world [5, p.65]. The development of such cognitive structures is associated primarily with the works of Ch. Fillmore, G. Lakoff, M. Minsky. Frames, cognitive structures standing for a word meaning and ensuring its understanding form hierarchical elements — subframes, and slots, smaller units, making an aspect or a part of frame.

Professor, Doctor of Philology, Derbisheva Z. K. mentions in her book that in order to study the writer’s conceptual sphere, it is essential to choose key concepts, mental formulae, idioms, metaphors, similes, i.e. Each of the mental formulae occurred in the depths of his creative consciousness, tormented his soul, heart and

Any literary writer’s word has two views: visual (physical, seen by anyone capable of seeing) and hypothetical, mental (imaginary), it is seen by a possessor of the sight of mind and soul. In this regard, true are the words belonging to L. Cherneyko: «Суть – the function of light, speculation – the function of soul» [4, p.58].

A special place in the conceptual sphere of Ch. Aytmatov is taken by the concept «Evil». He observes that human evil is aggressive, many of his works end tragically, when, having undergone the conflict of «good» and «evil», the main characters suffer a defeat. It is vividly manifested in his novels «Плаха» / «The Block», «Когда падают горы» / «When Mountains Fall», «И дольше века длится день» / «And the Day is Longer than the Century», «Тавро Кассандры» / «Cassandra’s Brand», «Белый пароход» / «White Steamship». Ch. Aytmatov said in one of his interviews: «Good is incompatible with evil, and «positive» characters meet a defeat in combat with «the negative», but death of the main characters makes us appreciate and understand the sense of right to be free people, as, for sake of this, the characters lay down their lives. Thus, they are attractive and grand to the living. The characters lose their lives not because of despair, but because they are irconcilable with such state of «things».

We know that the concept evil at the conceptual level has hierarchically complex frame structure consisting of slots (as the element of concept), which are corresponded to in the language by lexical units verbalizing them. The analysis of lexical units filling in the scenario of the concept allows to reveal their ability to realize one or another feature of the concept evil. The concept evil is represented in the novel by the following frames «Cassandra-embryo», «Cassandra’s Brand», «Oliver Ordok», «Crowf». «Miseries», «Philoeuthus».

1) The frame «Cassandra-embryo» - “iksrody” – devoted revolutionaries of the XXI century. In individual author’s view, iksrody has nothing to lose, his hand will not falter to deliver a nuclear blow. The writer develops the idea that responsibility of each subject before both the past and the future in the chain of development of human evolution is great. Family guilt, stored by generations in an individual, affects the future generations as well, strengthening a heap of negative information in each newly born into this world in order to continue steadfast movement to apocalypse. Existential life fear of Cassandra-embryos is not accidental, but natural phenomenon, the result of evil, despair and hate have been accumulated for centuries. And the nuclear units of this frame are the slots «Разрушенние» / «Destruction», «Гитлер» / «Hitler», «Стalin» / «Stalin», which are realized by such expressions as: Зародыш / Foetus, подающие негативные сигналы / sending negative signals, неприятие and предчувствие рока и беды / rejection and a premonition of fate and misfortune, ребенок, относящийся к суждённости негативно / a negative child’s attitude to the fate, негативное отношение к рождённому / a negative attitude to the birth, ребенок, ожидающий беспросветную нищету / a child, waiting for hopeless poverty, болезнь and насилие / disease and violence, пороки и ужасы / vices and humiliation, нечастный зачаток будущего злого / unhappy germ of the future necrophilia, ужасный преступник / a terrible criminal, эмбрион, предчувствующий рок, беду / foreboding of rock, trouble, источник зла / the source of evil. These expressions point to the fact that Cassandra-embryo can bring evil to the earth.

2) The following frame is «Cassandra’s brand», which is expanded in the text by the synonyms such as: знак-сигнал / signal-sign, сигнал беды / the sign of misfortune, проклятый знак / accursed sign, тревожный сигнал / alert signal, злополучный знак / ill-fated sign. These units represent the most accurate conceptual and essential nominations of Cassandra’s Brand.

The frame «Cassandra’s Brand» in the conceptual sphere of Ch. Aytmatov includes such slots as: «трагедия» / «tragedy», «греческий» / «Greekness», «проклятие» / «curse», «катаклизм» / «catastrophe», «война» / «war», which are objectified by such expressions as: изощренная дьявольщина / sophisticated diabolism, порочность and гибельность людского бытия / viciousness and ruinous results of human being, мучительная участь человечества / painful fate of humanity, яростное послание / violent message, наказание из преступления / punishment from the hell, грядущий апокалипсис / coming apokalipsis, зловещее багровое пятнишко / ominous crimson stain, агрессия со стороны космоса / aggression on the part of the cosmos, подкоп, затейный со злым умыслом /
scheming, started maliciously, with the anti-human purpose,  cokroshing the spirit,  a challenge thrown by fate,  pointed to evil that can bring this signal-sign.

3) The frame «Оливер Ордок»/ «Oliver Ordok» in the literary text includes the slots «Низость»/ «Meanness», «Наглость», «Злость»/ «Insolence, Villain», being realized by the following vocabulary: «Птичье лицо»/ «Bird’s face, лио экзальтированного Геббельса/ the face of exalted Goebbels, честолюбивый/ ambitious, экзактный властелик/ power-hungry, злобные хохоты/ evil laughter, пылающее сердце/ raving heart, having negative connotation and estimating hypocritical and mean man who can betray everybody anytime like betrayed Bork.

4) The frame «Толпа»/ «Crowd» in the literary text includes the slots «Насилие»/ «Violence», «Злоба»/ «Anger», «Убийство»/ «Killing», being realized by the following vocabulary: «Уличная публика»/ «Street audience, яростные аудитории»/ «fiend, шумная/ noisy, onэлектризованная уличная демонстрация/ electrified street demonstrations, грозное существо/ roaring of a huge swarm of wasps, ищущего выхода в излиянии яда/ seeking access in the outpouring of poison, обезумевшая толпа/ frenzied crowd, куча беснующихся людей/ a whole lot of raving people, преступники/ criminals, дикая расправа с человеком/ wild violence to the person, бунт/revolution, хаос/ chaos, смута/ turmoil, бушующий людской океан, / raging human ocean, in the individual author’s vision of Ch. Aytmatov in the work «Cassandra’s Brand», «crowd» is viewed as aggressive mass of people plunging forward, carried all before them (killing of Bork).

5) The frame «Невзгоды»/ «Miseries» in the literary text includes the slots «Наказание»/ «Punishment», «Кара всевышне»/ «Visitation», «Негодование»/ «Indignation» being realized by the following words in the literary text: голод/ hunger, трущобы/ slums, беда/ misery, СПИД /AIDS, война/ war, экономический кризис/ economic crisis, преступность/ crime, проституция/prostitution, наркомания и наркомафия/ drug abuse and the drug mafia, межэтнические побоища/ ethnic slaughter, расизм/ racism, экологические и энергетические катастрофы/ environmental and energy disasters, ядерные испытания / nuclear testing, черные дыры/black holes, which express evil. And evil which will bring grief and disaster to all.

6) The frame «Философ»/ «Philosopher» in the literary text includes the slots «Анархист»/ «Anarchist, Негодяй»/ «Villain, злодей»/ «Malefactor», being realized by the following words: грозное существо/ raving heart, дьявол/ devil, злостный вселенский слуга/ malignant universal troublemaker, космический стукач/ space informer, саманга/Satan, враг социализма/ foe of socialism, провокатор/ provocateur, демон/ demon, проклятый патриарх/ damned patriarch, самурай/ self-killer. These slots from the text describe Philotheus from negative point of view. Philotheus is considered in the text in both positive and negative senses, for example, such as пророк/ prophet, ученый/ learned man, солнце из-за горы/ the sun from behind the mountain.

The conceptual component of the concept of good characterizes all the positive, light, pleasing, successful, useful, that is, good works, gestures doing good. The concept of good in the novel consists of the following frames «Энтони Юнгер»/ «Anthony Junger»/ «Китты»/ «Whales»/ «Океан».

1) The frame «Antony Junger» in individual author’s conceptual sphere of Ch. Aytmatov comprises the slots «единомышленник»/ «like-minded person», «миссия»/ «mission», «жертвенность»/ «self-sacrificingness», being realized by such expression as: светильный луч/ bright beam. These slots indicate that Antony Junger wants to help humanity.

2) The frame «Китты»/ «Whales» as embodiment of good in the literary text includes the slots «Радары»/ «Radars», «Жертвы»/ «Sacrifices», which are objectified by the following expressions: как журавли в небе/ like cranes in the sky, большее счастье/ great school, могучие животные/ powerful animals, вселенские радары/ universal radars, обрекающие себя на смерть животные / animals condemning themselves to death - whales, in Ch. Aytmatov’s opinion – these animals are the radars of the Universe, subtly catching all the world cataclysms, foreboding of approach of catastrophe. The world of space is outlined by the reality of
natural objects (ocean, stars) and zoomorphic images (whales, owl). All the images mentioned above are leitmotifs, but dominating of them is the image of whales. The use of it in the text is connected with its reproduction into different semantic planes, projecting Bork’s attitude of these animals: admiration for their beauty, disquieting apprehensions of coming misfortunes, compassion and terror of self-murder (the whales beach themselves for no apparent reason). The character often dreams about the whales, identifying himself with one of them and trying to feel his behavior deeply from within: «...I felt, on a crossroad, an understanding of the world of animals: the whales are a representative of the world of animals: the whales are...» [3]. These slots show good though the rest of the story, they... «The mythologem «whale» directly and dimensional in space and movement, it was so stunning that dazzled. But they, whales, he often dreamed of... as if they called him together with them... Why did they die, casting ashore? Most important in his dreams was that he felt like a whale. He felt that what befell the whales, would befell him... » [1]. The mythologem «кит»/«whale» directly correlates with the structure of the universe, realizing protective and constructive function. (For example, «начала землю поддерживали семь китов, однако со временем она слишком отяжелела от грехов, совершаемых людьми. Четыре кита не смогли. Именно это стало причиной Всемирного потопа»/ «first, earth was supported by seven whales, but over time it become too heavy with the sins committed by people. Four whales could not stand the load and plunged into fathomless depth. Three whales tried to do utmost, but could not prevent flooding of much of the land. It was the cause of the Flood» [3]). These slots show good though the representative of the world of animals: the whales are represented as those to have presentiment of disasters falling upon the earth. Aytmatov calls people to have sermons in nature and indicates to this idea being rooted in national traditions, mythology. Conscience and wisdom are rendered just through the very images of whale and owl.

In conclusion, we can say that the concept of evil in this novel dominates, as Aytmatov warns us, the living on the earth, about coming dangers of the way of development chosen by us. Anxious about human being «Экзистенциальный страх касандров-эмбрионов перед жизнью – это не случайность, a закономерное явление, следствие накопленного веками зла, отчаяния и ненависти» И именно накопленное веками зло породило таких как Филофей осознающих, но ничего с этим не могущих поделать людей без роду и племени» «Existential fear of Cassandras-embryos for life - it is not an accident but a natural phenomenon, a consequence of evil, despair and hatred being accumulated for centuries ». It is evil, accumulated over the centuries has given rise to such trebleless people as Philotheus who are conscious of it, but not able to do with it».

As a result, we can say that, it follows from his works, that the concepts of good and evil in Aytmatov’s works are realized with high efficiency through lexemes of ethics and aesthetics and have certain semantics.

All of them are regularly used to convey the essence of the moral characters. The concepts of good and evil reflect ideological position of Ch.T. Aytmatov.
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